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3D Printed Snorkel
by rabbitcreek

Snorkeling is sublime. A cheap water activity that
makes the incredible world of the ocean available to
anyone. It is so wonderful to see young kids surface
suddenly after realizing they have seen a sh under
them for the rst time. Its simplicity of breathing
under the ocean surface with a tube masks some of
its risks. Sudden Snorkel Death (SSD) -- the loss of life
with this activity is surprisingly common. About one
death every two weeks here in Hawaii. The common
interpretation of why this happens is usually:
"Snorkeling While Old". But, how do explain a 30 y.o.
snorkeling death that occurred last month here? The
easiest way to get a feeling for the risks is to actually
perform the experiment everyone things of--take a
garden hose down as far as you can in the pool and
take a breath. I have done this with a lot of people
and none can breath in adequately in a little over a
foot of water! This is naturally a curve of breathing
that starts o normal at the surface and declines
rapidly based on body shape and sucking abilities-the human body unlike a snorkeling elephant is very
limited. The other obvious problem is the dead space
involved in snorkel design. An average human breath

is about 500cc. There is about 150 cc of "dead space"
in each breath--the area of your respiratory system
that has expired air still stuck in it and must be
cleared before fresh air enters the lungs. The average
snorkel adds about 180 cc of "dead space" to this
stack and so way over half of your next breath is old
stu and not the oxygen you need. Your breaths get
smaller as you go down and contain less oxygen and
the urgency to exhale (because holding a breath in is
so much harder) shortens the exhalation time--all
causing you to breath much more rapidly. What could
go wrong?
Snorkels can be designed to get rid of this dead space
by the use of valves that separate incoming from
outgoing air. This was rst mentioned in one of the
original patents on a snorkel from 1941. Snorkels with
valves are not common so if you want one and have a
3D printer I will show you how to build one.
Disclaimer: Build and use at your own risk---if a simple
tube can cause your demise imagine what this design
could do.
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https://youtu.be/LZlBoIKx8z0

Step 1: Gather Your Materials
This build is pretty much a 3D printing project with a
few extras. I have designed two separate ways of
building the snorkels. One requires buying a cheap
but good snorkel on Amazon and then 3D printing
the important parts and adapting it into the
purchased snorkel. This is the easiest method. The
more involved but creative build is all the parts are 3D
printed except for the air tube where we use a
commercial CPAP hose. You don't need #2 and #4 if
you are using the commercial snorkel.

2. MALUAN 6 Pack Silicone Mouthpiece Diving Clear
$9
3. Silicone Film High Temp Thin Rubber Sheet Gasket
Super Clear Flexible 12x19.7 x1/32 inch $16
4. RespLabs CPAP Hose, Black-Out Tubing $9
5. Loctite Super Glue
6. E6000--best glue on earth

1. Aegend Dry Snorkel, Dive Mask Easy-Breath Free
Diving Snorkel for Snorkeling about $16

7. Punch Hole Tool 3.5 mm
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Step 2: Printing It
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All the les are up at:
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:4184115 .The
Snorkel body that we will be building consists of the
mouthpiece and enclosure for two one-way valves.
The mouthpiece is part of the main 3D printed:
L a rg e Sno rke lB o dy. s t l . It is standard t for the
commercial silicon mouthpiece and they are easily
switched. The L a rg e Sno rke lB o dy. s t l has openings
on the left and right side for the Va lv e B o dy. s t l
which must be printed twice. Also print
Va lv e Nut . s t l twice--this will hold in the silicon valve
sheets that you will be cutting. For the cutting, print
one copy of s ilico nCut t ing Fo rm . s t l . All these
items are needed for both snorkel designs.
For the commercial snorkel Mod: 1. Print: one copy of
inle t Tube L a rg e Sno rke lCo nv e nt io na l. s t l
2. Print: one copy of either Fis hFa ce Sno rke l. s t l or
no nFis hExit Co v e r. s t l (the sh face blurbs out
your bubbles through its Choi like snorkel lips...and
the other just has some wavy lines)

ne w Sno rke lSt a biliz e rW it hClip v 1. s t l 4. Print:
Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e B o dy. s t l ,
Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e Flo a t . s t l ,
Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e Re t a ine rRing . s t l ,
s no rke lSt o pVa lv eTo p. s t l (these parts for the
oat closure valve located at the end of the tube to
prevent seawater from coming down your snorkel in
case you dive)
I used an Ender 3 (super cheap/ really good) with clear
PLA for all of the prints which can be printed without
support if positioned well. For the oat valve
(Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e Flo a t . s t l ) I decreased the
density down to 20% for oatation. I have no idea how
these materials will hold up to the rigors of the beach,
but I have used them for about a month with no signs
of deterioration. I would not paint them...the one sand
textured/colored one in the video had some melting
issues when left out at about 100 F full sun for a day
in the mouthpiece. Similar pieces unpainted had no
deterioration.

Fusion360 was used for all parts design--and I am
For the total build: 1. Print: Tube Inle t Rib. s t l (one) 2. eternally grateful for Autodesk allowing me to use it.
Print: one copy of either Fis hFa ce Sno rke l. s t l or
no n Fis hExit Co v e r. s t l 3. Print:
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Step 3: Build It #1
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First build the one way valves. These silicon valves
consist of a PLA housing with a central pin. A carefully
cut round section of silicon sheet sits in this housing
and is centered through a punch hole in its center. A
tiny PLA nut is glued over this pin to hold the silicon
valve sheet in place. The silicon valve works by having
its edge carefully abut the rim of the valve seat and
allowing its minimally supported central area to
intermittently seal and open with the direction of the
air ow. The roll of silicon has two protective layers on
either side which should be removed. Cut squares of
the material that will accommodate the size of the
siliconCuttingForm. Place the silicon under the form
and carefully outline on a good soft cutting surface
with an 11 blade. You should have a good even circle. I
also have an STl le for a cutting disc where I made a
sharp edge and had some luck punching out a
perfect ring of silicon on a concrete oor with a
hammer--but this was hit or miss. Take the silicon disc
and center it on the back of the valve housing and
place a mark exactly in the center where the pin sits.
Take a punch and punch a central 3.5 mm hole
slightly larger than the pin in the silicon disc. Flip the
valve over and place the silicon hole over the pin and
make sure the disc ts perfectly around the margin. It
must seal completely for it to work. Glue the ValveNut
over the pin to hold the silicon disc in place. You can
use either super glue or E6000. The trick is just to have
the Nut sit on the silicon sheet--no attempt should be
made to glue it to the silicon-- only to the pin. Don't

get messy at this point. Repeat this process with the
other valve seat. This sounds more di cult than it is,
honestly I can make these valves in about 30 seconds.
Air ows through the valves from the at side to the
pin side. When they're glued you can test the valve
polarity by blowing through them. Glue the inlet
valve to the left side of the snorkel body. I use E6000
to get a watertight seal. Use just enough to seal the
edge in and push it all the way in to the retaining ring
position in the snorkel body. Don't over-glue which
could cause dripping of glue onto the silicon valve
and ruin it. Glue the exit valve on the right side of the
valve body and seat it at the retaining ring. E6000
takes overnight to dry. Test out the polarity by
breathing into the mouthpiece if everything was done
correctly you should hear the valves click open and
shut and air will be sucked in from the left and be
expelled out the right. For the commercial snorkel
build glue the
inle t Tube L a rg e Sno rke lCo nv e nt io na l. s t l onto
the inlet side with E6000 and either a
Fis hFa ce Sno rke l. s t l or no nFis hExit Co v e r. s t l
cover over the exit side. Take the silicon mouthpiece
o the commercial snorkel and put it on your 3D
printed body and remove the lower mouthpiece
plastic section from the ribbed silicon tube and attach
the 3D snorkel body in its place. Go out and Snorkel!
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Step 4: Build It #2
To build the full 3D printed snorkel you have to print
a di erent in ow tube to the snorkel body:
TubeInletRib.stl. Glue it in place instead of
inle t Tube L a rg e Sno rke lCo nv e nt io na l. s t l. The
outlet end can be either a sh or at. Glue a length of
CPAP tubing to the entrance hole with E6000. The
tube is guided and mounted to your snorkel goggles
with: newSnorkelStabilizerWithClip v1.stl. This has
three PLA guidance tubes as well as a neatly designed
snorkel clip that still rotates when printed. I took the
design from m cca rm o on thingverse but modi ed
the design extensively. The end of the CPAP tube must
be protected from water splashes and in ow when
diving so I designed the parts of the mushroom cap
to cover the end of the tube. Print:
Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e B o dy. s t l,
Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e Flo a t . s t l,
Sno rke lSt o pVa lv e Re t a ine rRing . s t l,
s no rke lSt o pVa lv eTo p. s t l. Glue valve top to valve
body with superglue or E6000. The oat valve must
have a layer of silicon applied to the top of it to

provide a soft waterproof seal capacity. You cannot
glue the silicon sheet unless you have very expensive
glue so it is easiest to use commercial silicon
sealant(clear) and place a thick bead of it on the
topside of the oat ring than push this face onto a
sheet of wax paper until you get a nice at layer a
uniform 1 to 2 mm thick. Wait overnight and then
remove the wax paper and trim the rim and center
hole carefully of excess silicon. Assemble the rest of
the mushroom valve by placing the Float on the body
silicon surface toward the hole openings and nishing
it o by gluing the lock ring to allow a movement of
the oat of 5mm. Adjust the tube length by
assembling it and attaching it to your mask. The CPAP
tube is cut to correct length and the mushroom valve
tail with attached tube is glued into the highest
support ring on the Stabilizer clip. The mushroom cap
works amazingly well for keeping out splashes and
diving.
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Step 5: Testing
Not much research can be found on how snorkels
e ect breathing. On-water testing is fairly di cult
both from the standpoint of standardized endpoints
and keeping electronics out of the water. Last years
Instructable:
ht t ps : //w w w. ins t ruct a ble s . co m /id/Ca t ching Yo ur- Bre . . . allowed me to build the testing system
to see if these valved snorkels were of bene t to the
user. I had four subjects between the ages of 32 and
67 participate by wearing either valved or unvalved
snorkels on a programmed bicycle set to run for 20
minutes at exactly 30 Watts. The breath counter was
set for breath per minute at every 30 second intervals.
The results con rmed that respirations were increased
in the nonvalved snorkels by an average of 26% in the

four subjects. (TTest < 0.0001 in all studies). The rst
diagram above is my result and shows a slowly
worsening respiration rate with time trend line. The
need for hyperventilation to maintain the same
oxygenation in a baseline study-not in water, may
indicate the reason for a worsening outcome in
subjects in-water where the respiratory volume is
limited by depth. Loss of respiratory e ciency "dead
space" can be helped with valves but respiratory
volume will still be limiting.
Future studies will involve on-water testing under
hopefully better controlled conditions.
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Step 6: Using It
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I went through a lot of design changes in the building
of these snorkels. I put together a GIF of some of the
design debris that went into the garbage. Starting out
with three valves and using commercially available
purge valve inserts that can be obtained on the web.
These proved to be too restrictive and vibrated with
hard use. I then switched to respirator valves that can
be bought to simulate CPR--these also proved to be
too small and restrictive. The design of these valves
incorporates a very large size and a minimum size to
the exit tubing to provide good breath feel. This is
hard to describe but becomes apparent on trying out
the snorkel. It is disconcerting to have that feeling of
"breathing through a straw" underwater. Having
valves on snorkels ampli es the perception that its a
struggle to get air at depth but having very large
valves minimizes this. I also tried a variety of silicon
tubing but found its wall thickness and sti ness made
it hard to work with. The other problem with valved
snorkels involve clearing the inhale tube if you get

inadvertent water entry. If this occurs blowing will
only clear out the water in the snorkel body but you
almost have to suck clear the upper hose to continue.
Simple snorkels can be easily cleared by just forcefully
blowing out. I just added another Valved Snorkel
design on Thingiverse--It places the input valve at the
top and allows for better airway protection--also the
design is lighter and more elegant:
ht t ps : //w w w. t hing iv e rs e . co m /t hing : 4 19 778
0 If you enjoyed this information about snorkels you
might look at my other Instructables that deal with
them:
ht t ps : //w w w. ins t ruct a ble s . co m /id/Sno rke lSni e r/,
ht t ps : //w w w. ins t ruct a ble s . co m /id/Oxy g e nM e a s ure m e nt - inSno rke ls /, ht t ps : //w w w. ins t ruct a ble s . co m /id
/CO2- M e a s ure m e nt - in- Sno rke ls /
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